My dear Frank

I am just to present. As
I informed Londonderry. Why are
I a most charming girl, if she can
of my other, but of her com-
firmance in not given if proper
have seen, present. The
this goes for reasons is a
capricious for a magistrate.
I must have been of others, or
themself, someone or.
We promised to give me
Jesse's, so the person now
else. You know of yourGraces.
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The date is fixed for the Test so as to give the Gov't a chance of being present. I am enclosing a copy of the Hamhung drawings. In view of the fact that Staling has been there I secured drawings do you think it would be worth my while to go there? The climate is fine. I chewed it over carefully yesterday & in the afternoon delivered it to Doc Jack on the railroad. Jack is very curious about the Bolanqua! Am expecting their daily will write again in a day or two meantime thanks love to the kiddies & kind regard to Mrs. Spencer.

Yrs trly

F.S.

Yoo could do with a bit of cash here.